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November. What a cozy, comfortable month! It’s full of warm apple 
cider, fleece, turkey and… PILLAR! It’s a month that gives us time to 
be grateful-- for military families, veterans, friends, and family. It’s a 
month that allows us to reflect and recharge as we look forward to a 
holiday season and a new year. 

That’s the spirit and energy we brought when we collaborated two years 
ago to create PILLAR. We believe that military spouses and significant 
others need time to reflect and recharge, to feel cozy and pampered, to be 
able to express gratitude and joy, wherever they are on their deployment 
journeys.  

Last year, we heard from participants that PILLAR had changed their 
outlook on deployment and military life. We were humbled and overjoyed 
to know that those three days meant so much to so many. We knew that 
PILLAR was playing an important part in military spouses’ and significant 
others’ military journeys, and we knew that it had to continue.

This retreat experience is all about you. Be intentional about what you want 
to get out of these next three days. Put on those yoga pants and take a 
deep breath. Run a bubble bath. Watch on replay.  Schedule time in your 
day—no matter when it is—to join us for conversation, inspiration, and fun! 

We are so grateful for the speakers, sponsors, and giveaway sponsors who 
have generously given their time and resources to support you. Make sure 
that you check out all of the generous giveaways and discounts available 
to attendees of PILLAR 2021. 

Let’s take a moment to enthusiastically thank USAA, our Title Sponsor for 
PILLAR 2021 (and for the second year in a row, too!).  We are grateful for 
all of the ways that USAA serves and supports the military community, 
including their partnership to make this retreat become a reality for you. 
USAA is a leading, national provider of insurance, banking and investment 
and retirement solutions. You can learn more about USAA and how to 
become a member here.

As we get started, start by grabbing your favorite drink and immersing 
yourself in this digital guide so you don’t miss anything. Print out your 
workbook so you can take notes and have an action plan for yourself. We 
know this is going to be a great weekend—we can’t wait to meet you and 
grow with you over the next three days!

Becky and Jo
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DAY ONE: BOND
FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS DURING DEPLOYMENT

Military spouses and significant others are the pillars of their families. You want the 
best for the people you love—that doesn’t change during high-stress, emotional 
times like deployment. Today is all about fostering the relationships that you care 
about most as you count down to homecoming.

10:00 AM Coffee With the Co-Hosts Becky & Jo

10:25 AM Morning Meditation & Mindfulness for 
Deployment Resilience, Session 1

Bernadette Soler

10:40 AM Surviving Through Service: How  
Community Engagement Can  
Change Your Deployment

Jessica Bertsch

10:55 AM Tapping into the Power of Deployment 
Love Letters

Sarah Peachey

11:10 AM Deployment Success for the  
Child-Free Milspouse

Evie King

11:30 AM Saving Secrets: Budget Friendly  
Care Package Tips, Session 1

Joanna Guldin-Noll

11:40 AM Family Photos From a Distance:  
A Step-By-Step Guide

Sabrina Johannes

2:15 PM Keynote: Chocolate, Elephants,  
and the Deployment Process

Jacey Eckhart

2:45 PM Strong Foundations: Finance Basics  
for Deployment, Session 1

JJ Montanaro

3:00 PM Helping Children Cope with the  
Deployment Cycle

Michelle Bowler

3:15 PM Navigating Deployment with Teens Shirley Walker-King

3:30 PM Inspiration for Today with Sybil Sybil Jones

3:40 PM Intimacy During Deployment Dr. Lee Phillips

8:30 PM Deployment By the Numbers: Counting 
Down with Your Enneagram, Session 1

Kellie Artis

 9:20 PM Happy Hour LIVE! Becky & Jo

All times are Eastern.
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November 13, 2021 

DAY TWO: BUILD
CREATING A DEPLOYMENT JOURNEY THAT WORKS FOR YOU

It’s true: Deployments suck. But it’s also true that deployments can be a time 
of growth and joy. Today, we’ll explore how you can build a beautiful season for 
yourself and your family as you navigate deployment.

November 14, 2021 

DAY THREE: BALANCE
FINDING STABILITY DURING DEPLOYMENT

Deployments are an inevitable part of military life. But the fallout doesn’t have to 
be. Today, we’ll take a look at different ways to find balance during tough times 
from people who have experienced them, too.

10:00 AM Coffee with the Co-Hosts Becky & Jo

10:25 AM Morning Meditation & Mindfulness for 
Deployment Resilience, Session 2

Bernadette Soler

10:40 AM Counting Up to Count Down Brianna Beninati

10:55 AM Should We REALLY Stay Busy During 
Deployments?

Megan Kitt

11:10 AM Red Cross Messages: Step By Step Yolanda Gainwell

11:30 AM Saving Secrets: Budget Friendly Care 
Package Tips, Session 2

Joanna Guldin-Noll

12:00 PM Lunchtime LIVE! In-Laws and 
Deployments: An Open Conversation

Noralee Jones, Elaine 
Brye, and Joanna 
Guldin-Noll

2:15 PM Keynote: Deployment and Life Insurance 
Decision-Making

Sean Scaturro 

2:45 PM Strong Foundations: Finance Basics for 
Deployment, Session 2

JJ Montanaro

3:00 PM Deployment Tips for National Guard 
Spouses

Jessie Ellertson

3:15 PM When Deployment Ends: Reintegration 
101

Becky Hoy

3:30 PM Inspiration for Today with Sybil Sybil Jones

3:40 PM Know Your Rights: FMLA for Deployments Thea Pitzen

8:30 PM Deployment By the Numbers: Counting 
Down with Your Enneagram, Session 2

Kellie Artis

 9:20 PM Happy Hour LIVE! Becky & Jo

10:00 AM Coffee with the Co-Hosts Becky & Jo

10:25 AM Morning Meditation & Mindfulness for 
Deployment Resilience, Session 3

Bernadette Soler

10:40 AM What's Cooking? Creating Deployment 
Meals Like a Top Chef

Lauren Hope

10:55 AM Becoming Your Own Advocate During 
Deployment

Sarah Streyder & Kate 
Marsh Lord

11:10 AM Finding Inner Peace Outside Amy Bushatz

11:30 AM Saving Secrets: Budget Friendly Care 
Package Tips, Session 3

Joanna Guldin-Noll

2:15 PM Deployment Drama: The Art of  
Arguments and Apologies

Dr. Jennifer Thomas

2:45 PM Strong Foundations: Finance Basics for 
Deployment, Session 3

JJ Montanaro

3:00 PM Scrolling Smarter: How to Navigate the 
News During Deployments

Rachel Guldin

3:15 PM Hitting the Deployment Wall Julie Provost

3:30 PM Inspiration for Today with Sybil Sybil Jones

3:40 PM Sunny Days: Counting Down  
with Sesame Street

Tara Forth

8:30 PM Deployment By the Numbers: Counting 
Down with Your Enneagram, Session 3

Kellie Artis

 9:20 PM Happy Hour LIVE! Becky & Jo

All times are Eastern.

All times are Eastern.
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Deployments are a fact of military life.

No matter how long this deployment will be, it’s important to get a few questions 
cleared up before the buses load or the plane departs.

Let’s be honest: deployments are routine but also completely unpredictable. 
You’ll need to know all the things about all the things because your partner likely 
won’t be available to phone it support at the drop of a hat.

Of course, not all of these questions are going to be right for every military 
couple, family, or experience. Use them as a guide, but add more (or remove) 
questions to fit your family’s needs.

ARTICLE

50+ Questions to Ask Your 
Spouse Before a Deployment

by Meg Flanagan 
J O ,  M Y  G O S H !
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750+ Questions to Ask Your Spouse Before a Deployment

Preparing for the deployment doesn’t just mean packing. It also means creating 
a positive mindset for yourself and managing expectations.

Definitely ask these questions, but also know that your spouse might not have 
all the answers right now:

• What is the estimated departure date?

• What is the training cycle looking like right now?

• How often should we expect you to be gone for pre-deployment exercises?

• About how long do you think this deployment is scheduled to last?

• What do you need to do to prepare?

• How can our family start to prepare now?

• Are there any pre-deployment bucket list experiences or activities you want 
to plan?

• Do you have any ideas about when your pre-deployment block leave might 
happen?

Note: not all units or individuals will have a “block leave” period. Block leave 
is when a smaller segment of a larger unit is scheduled for leave or vacation. 
Your spouse may not have a choice in when their block leave is assigned. Other 
individual service members might have more flexibility. Asking the question 
about pre-deployment leave helps you to clarify your expectations!

Okay. You’re over the first shock of “deployment is coming.” Now, you’re going 
to be wading deep into home front deployment prep. Depending on how your 
family splits up responsibilities and deals with finances, you’re going to want 
clarity about:

• Where are the insurance policies? Ask about home/renters, car, life, health, 
etc.

• How are our bills currently set up to be paid? When are the regular due dates?

QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN YOU GET THE NEWS

• What are your financial account usernames and passwords?

• Can you add me to any accounts I need to access while you’re gone?

• When are you scheduled to create a POA for me? What different POAs might 
we need? Financial, general, legal?

• How will I receive communications from the unit about your deployment?

• What does your in case of emergency contact list look like?

• What does your accident, illness or death contact sheet look like?

• Who is is charge of your funeral and burial decisions?

• Can we check over your life insurance paperwork? I want to make sure our 
family is covered.

• Where are the: electrical breakers, tool box, emergency supplies, emergency 
car kit, paperwork, important family documents?

• Who do we contact about: home repairs, medical emergencies, car repairs?

• Is our AAA up to date? Is there another option in case of road trip or car 
emergencies?

• What will your LES look like? What is the tax status throughout the 
deployment?

• Do you have a plan for any additional deployment pay? How can we leverage 
this additional income to (pay off debts, build a down payment on a house, 
invest in education, etc.)?

As I found out mid-deployment, knowing where important documents are is 
essential to your success and sanity! Make sure you know before they go.

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO ASK AS YOU PREPARE FOR DEPLOYMENT
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“DEPLOYMENT COMMUNICATION PLANS” QUESTIONS “GEARING UP FOR DEPLOYMENT” QUESTIONS

50+ Questions to Ask Your Spouse Before a Deployment 50+ Questions to Ask Your Spouse Before a Deployment

You’ve got the nuts and bolts information needed to run the household solo while 
your partner is deployed, but you also need some additional deets… especially 
about staying in contact.

Having a semi-solid communication plan in place before your spouse leaves is 
important for your mental health.

• Will you likely have internet access? How frequently would you estimate 
you’ll be able to hop online?

• Will there be group video conferences (VTC) for the unit?

• Will you have the ability to privately video chat with us?

• Will you be on social media, email or texting apps?

• Will you be able to call me? Will it be via satellite phone or regular phone or 
something else?

• Will you receive regular mail?

• Based on what you know about your deployment home base, how regular 
will mail service be?

• Where can I mail you packages and letters?

• Can I send this address to friends and family? How can I securely communicate 
this information?

• What is our plan so that I know you are safely in-country?

• About how often should I expect to hear from you via email, phone or regular 
mail?

Remember, all pre-deployment communication information your partner shares 
with you is just a very loose guess of what will happen. Deployments and 
communication are both unpredictable. Be prepared to roll with the punches!

Your partner should receive most of their essential gear from the unit. This might 
include due uniforms, boots, sleeping bags, tents and Kevlar.

However, each service member might also want to supplement that issued gear 
with extras. Ask questions to make sure that your spouse has what they need 
within your budget!

• What are you expecting to be issued?

• How much of that gear are you expected to return post-deployment?

• What is your plan for keeping track of that gear?

• What else might you need beyond what you are issued?

• Are there specific brands that you prefer for these items?

• What is the estimated cost of this gear?

• How much total will your individual gear cost?

• What is your plan to pay for this gear?

• How much debt will we accrue by purchasing all of this gear new?

• Is there an option to buy some of these items used?

• Do you need all of these items? Is it realistic to take (insert item here) to 
(deployment location)?

• Is there a way for your to get into your deployment and then request additional 
items?

Pre-deployment, your partner may have expectations about what they will need 
or use in-country. Some items are truly needed based on prior experiences in a 
particular area but not issued. Others are personal preference, like a laptop set 
up for gaming, but not realistic for the actual deployment.

If finances are tight, you and your spouse will need to have an honest conversation 
about supplemental personal gear needs that fit in your budget. You don’t want 
to start these months with additional debt!



116 Ways Couples Can Avoid Fighting Over Money

“DEPLOYMENT DAY LOGISTICS” QUESTIONS

50+ Questions to Ask Your Spouse Before a Deployment

Everyone has a different idea about how they want departure day to look like. 
Clear these up and make a plan as you gear up for deployment!

• What do you want your pre-deployment leave to look like?

• What are your expectations for the weeks and days before you leave?

• Are there any special meals, experiences or activities you’d like to plan?

• What should your last night pre-deployment look like?

• What time of day are you expecting leave?

• Who do you want at your departure point?

• At what point do you want us to leave you at the departure point?

• Are there any reasons you’d like us to leave the departure point earlier than 
planned?

It’s very important to ask your service member how they want to be sent off for 
deployment.

Some people prefer to do a kiss-and-ride type goodbye: drop your person and 
their stuff, drive away. It prevents a long, drawn out farewell and allows everyone 
to focus on the mission at hand. Others prefer to have their family there for some 
or all of the day before buses or planes are loaded. This can help with closure 
and processing for everyone. And yet others want their family there to see them 
off, but with an escape option should emotions become overwhelming.

More than anything else, asking questions can help you and your partner to 
mentally, emotionally and logistically prepare for a deployment of any length.
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Signature

What’s a retreat without a fruity drink and some conversation? 
Make yourself a tall, cold glass of one of these PILLAR-inspired 

treats and join us every evening for a live Happy Hour in the 
PILLAR Facebook group, where we’ll recap the day and chat with 

some special guests. Kick back, relax, and sip on this. 

  Mocktails 01

Green Tea-ni
Created by Becky, Green Tea-ni can be 
made with what you already have in your 
kitchen — a reminder that “special” moments 
don’t have to take a ton of preparation. 
Just combining what you have to create 
a new experience can add an element 
of fun to tough deployment days. Snap a 
picture, share it with #pillarretreat and tag 
@pillardeploymentretreat. Then join us for 
Friday, November 12th’s live Happy Hour  
right here.

1 cup of green tea or tea of choice 
(steeped then chilled) 

Mint or Fruit 

Lime

Ice

Sweetener of choice 

Your fanciest glass

Ingredients

Directions
1. Steep your tea in a pitcher and chill 

in the refrigerator. 

2. When you’re ready for your mocktail, 
muddle fruit or mint and add it, a 
dash of lime, and sweetener to taste 
in the pitcher. Stir gently.

3. Fill your glass with ice and pour your 
Green Tea-ni over it. Enjoy! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/845615362969983
https://www.facebook.com/groups/845615362969983
https://www.facebook.com/groups/845615362969983
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02

PILLAR Sangria
Sangria just sounds like vacation, doesn’t it? 
Mix this mocktail up and envision yourself 
on a beach or in an Italian vineyard. Snap a 
picture, share it with #pillarretreat and tag 
@pillardeploymentretreat. Then join us for 
Saturday, November 13th’s live Happy Hour  
right here.

03

Whipped 
Lemonade 
You don’t need a reason to try something 
new-- and sometimes during a deployment, 
trying something new is just what you need. 
Whip up Joanna’s Whipped Lemonade for 
a new twist on a classic. Snap a picture, 
share it with #pillarretreat and tag @
pillardeploymentretreat. Then join us for 
Sunday, November 14th’s live Happy  
Hour right here.

3 cups cranberry juice

Juice of 1 orange (about 1/2 cup)

1 12-oz. can seltzer

1 orange, sliced

1 apple, cored and sliced

1/3 cup frozen cranberries

1/4 cup packed basil leaves

1 1/2 cups ice

1/4 cup heavy whipping cream

1-2 tablespoons sweetened 
condensed milk

2 tablespoons lemon juice

whipped cream for topping

Ingredients Ingredients

Directions Directions
1. Combine cranberry juice, orange 

juice, and seltzer in a pitcher. Add 
fruit and basil. Gently stir.

2. Pour your mocktail over ice, garnish 
glass with an orange wedge. Kick 
back and enjoy!

1. Combine ice, whipping cream, 
sweetened condensed milk, and 
lemon juice in your blender. Blend 
until mocktail is smooth and creamy.

2. Pour into glass and top with whipped 
cream. Enjoy!
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/845615362969983
https://www.facebook.com/groups/845615362969983
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ARTICLE

Choose Friends Who  
Are Financially Responsible

by JJ Montanaro 

When my kids were growing up, I closely monitored who they were hanging 
out with. You probably do the same. Why? Probably because who you hang 
out with can have a profound influence on who you are. When it comes to your 
finances, who your friends are can help or hurt on your own personal journey to 
financial security. With all that’s happening at this time of the year, the holiday 
season provides a nice barometer for how your friends might be elevating, or 
undermining, your plans for financial independence.

Here are a few tell-tale indicators on both sides of the discussion:

They’ve got to have the latest and the greatest. With roughly 2/3 of our economy 
powered by the American consumer, the economy is in good hands. Earlier this 
year, personal savings hit a 10-year low of 2.4%. That’s plain pitiful. If you’re in your 
early 20s and just getting started, you can probably get away with saving 10% for 
retirement, but most people have a variety of goals that will require even more 
saving. So, the Joneses and their 2.4% savings rate is a joke.

They’re celebrating your frugality. Ever wonder how the Jones family affords that 
never-ending carousel of slick new vehicles? Maybe they can’t. Instead, much 
to the delight of their car salesman, they are stretching out car loans to the point 
where the payment is “affordable.” Every quarter, Experian produces a “State of 
the Automotive Finance Market” report. The latest indicated the average new 
car loan was over 69 months. You know how averages work, and that means 
there are a whole bunch of loans out there with terms longer than 69 months. 
Shoot for an un-Jones like approach, something that’s affordable with a loan of 
no longer than 5 years.

They don’t egg you on. The Jones family apparently doesn’t need any stinking 
life insurance. Three kids, a big mortgage, a couple car loans and a lot of 
underfunded financial goals wouldn’t even phase the survivor if the unthinkable 
happens. That probably sounds ridiculous, but according to LIMRA, one in three 
people indicate they know they don’t have enough life insurance. The Joneses 
are clearly skimping; you shouldn’t. Check out a life insurance calculator and see 
where you stand.

They’ve got financial savvy. In January, the Bankrate Financial Security Index 
survey reported that 61% of Americans surveyed would be unable to draw from 
savings to respond to a $1,000 unexpected expense. They’d be forced to borrow 
from family, sell stuff or break out the good old credit card. Not very good.
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They pressure you to spend. This is good for credit card companies, not so good 
for long-term saving. Having friends who pressure you to blow all your money 
today with no long-term plan is like having that one childhood friend who tells 
everybody to jump off that cliff while they sit back and watch. While others may 
take the bait and end up hurt, you would be smart not to.

Choose your friends wisely - don’t make it a competition. Fear can be an enabler, 
but it can also motivate positive behaviors. In this case, I hope I’ve created a 
compelling case against trying to keep up with the Joneses, and choosing 
friends who don’t try to make you follow their lead down the pathway to  
financial ruin.

Originally published on Military.com and Spouse by Military.com. Reprinted 
with permission.

TIPS

10 of Our Very Best  
Deployment Tips

We love our PILLAR featured speakers! (And we know you will, too, after this 
weekend!) If you need a little inspiration, a positive word, or a great idea, check 

out these tips from some of our fantastic experts: 

“Be willing to ask for help. You might 
pay someone for help, ask as a favor, 
or do a trade. No matter which one, 
arrange it and make it happen.”  
Jessie Ellertson

“Put yourself first. Put YOU on your 
calendar.” Sybil Jones

“Add a 20-minute nature habit into 
your day.” Amy Bushatz

“Get curious about your partner and 
get creative with your  
intimacy.” Dr. Lee Phillips

“Give yourself something to look 
forward to that isn’t deployment- 
related, whether it’s a weekend 
trip, a dinner with friends, or even 
just some time lounging at home 
binging Netflix with a face mask.” 
Megan Kitt

“Really think about what you need 
for this season in your life, and give it 
to yourself. Don’t do what you think 
you should do, what someone else 
does, or even force yourself to do 
what worked before. What do you 
need now?” Michelle Bowler

“Deployments are so difficult to 
determine actual dates, so I found 
it incredibly helpful to count up 
instead of down during ours.”  
Brianna Beninati

“Have a Friday night themed movie party with your kids. Have your 
spouse leave behind movies for each week with a note from him/

her, and then have your kids plan a themed movie night. It’s so fun and 
helps littles understand how many weeks remain based on the movies.” 

Jessica Bertsch

“Take daily social media breaks: 
research shows it’s good for your 
health!” Rachel Guldin 

“Use small daily habits to take great care of yourself  
and show yourself love!” Bernadette Soler

Choose Friends Who Are Financially Responsible

http://military.com
http://military.com/spouse
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ARTICLE

8 Creative Ways to Stay 
Both Busy and Energized 

During Deployment
by Jessie Ellertson  

B R A V E  C R A T E

The passing of time is a very tricky part of deployments.  You need to find a 
balance between not having too much down time/alone time (this can make 
time feel like it’s passing SO SLOWLY) and having way too much on your plate 
(which usually leads to overwhelm, exhaustion, and sometimes full on shut 
down).

We’re told to stay busy.  It’s one of the most common pieces of advice offered 
when it comes to deployments.  It comes from fellow military spouses (who 
are speaking from experience) and civilians (who typically have no real frame of 
reference…even if they think they do) alike.

The reason this advice is passed out so regularly is because it is mostly good 
advice.  But let’s dig into it today to make sure that we don’t use this advice in a 
way that doesn’t serve us and makes us crazy.

Start by thinking about your purpose behind your desire to stay busy.  Check 
in with yourself to see if staying busy is an attempt to not have time to think 
about your deployed partner and how much you miss them and how you’re 
worried about them.  If it is, that’s ok, it’s just not very sustainable.  You can only 
outrun those thoughts for so long, and inevitably, they will come calling at 2 in 
the morning when it feels like if you have to sleep alone one more night you’re 
going to lose it.

I challenge you to intentionally fuel your desire to stay busy with the purpose of 
living a full life in meaningful ways that are important to you.  All while knowing 
that down time and alone time are totally allowed, deserved, and not scary 
because you’re willing to think about your deployed service member, miss him, 
and even fear for his life.  Those are not thoughts and feelings that need to be 
run away from.

Approaching your schedule in this way has such a different feeling to it.  When 
you do it this way, being busy will actually energize you rather than drain you.  
And if you’re a military wife, more energy is ALWAYS a good thing.  So let’s look 
at 8 new ways to approach this staying busy advice in this way:

1. Balance Creation and Consumption

Start by taking a look at the way you spend your free time.  All of the activities 
can either be categorized into the CREATION category or the CONSUMPTION 
category.  I want you to keep doing both kinds of activities, just start to make 
adjustments to balance the two categories out if you notice that you are doing 
way more of one than the other.  Examples of creation activities are things like 
cooking, writing, exercising, singing, etc.  Examples of consumption activities are 
watching television, eating, reading, listening to podcasts, etc.

http://bravecrates.com
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2. Find Inspiration

It’s so much more fun to participate in activities (especially creation activities) 
when we are feeling inspired.  Start to pay attention to what makes you feel 
inspired so you can create more of that feeling.  Take a look at times in your past 
where you remember feeling inspired and try to bring some of those elements 
in today. 

You may notice that you feel more inspired early in the morning or late at night 
(when kids are in bed).  It might be that you can more easily feel inspired when 
you are away from home and your daily responsibilities…try leaving the house.  
You may find that some activities you enjoy more by yourself and some activities 
are SO much more fun with lots of people.  Think about if listening to music gets 
you moving and more excited about participating.  What else?

3. Broaden Your Definitions

When we are adding more of what we love in our life, especially in creative ways, 
these activities tend to build us up and energize us.  The problem is if we’re not 
interested in the most common creative activities, we often believe that we are 
not creative people.  This can deter us on our journey to add more of this kind of 
thing into our lives. 

So, as you seek to add these types of activities into your life, remember to 
broaden your definition of what creative activities are.  It doesn’t have to be just 
taking an art class or joining an improv group (especially if those things aren’t 
interesting to you).  It can be anything that excites you like gardening, cooking, 
dancing, singing, exercising, writing, coloring, hiking, working with people, 
making music, scrapbooking, biking, working with flowers, sewing, crafting, 
pottery, using power tools, traveling, service, organizing, and any other activity 
that speaks to you.  These can ALL be considered creative outlets.  Give yourself 
permission to define it this way.

4. Make a Master List

We can get easily stuck when we are trying to figure out new and more 
meaningful ways to spend our free time.  Sometimes it can feel like we don’t 
have any interests at all.  So start by making a huge master brainstorming list 
of all activities you’ve ever enjoyed ever.  Then add to the list things that you’ve 
never tried, but might want to.  Make sure to add things even if you’re not sure if 
you’d be good at it, or have no idea how to do it, or the opportunity doesn’t seem 
to be readily available.  Take your time making this list, don’t rush.  The beauty of 
it is once it’s started you have a place to add things when you think of them.  You 
want to capture your ideas when they come up so they don’t slip away.

5. Get Into Your Growth Zone

There’s nothing wrong with doing things in our comfort zone, but some magic 
definitely occurs when we’re willing to do things that take us out of our comfort 
zone and into what I like to call our growth zone.  Growth occurs when we’re 
willing to try something new, when we’re willing to be bad at things, when we’re 
willing to try again, when we’re willing to ask for help from others, when we’re 
open to saying yes to opportunities when they come up.

6. Add More to Your List

Now that you have your master list started and you’re learning how to get 
out of your comfort zone and get inspired, it’s time to add to your list.  You’ve 
broadened your definitions of what a creative outlet could be and you’ve looked 
at the way you currently spend your free time and you’re seeking more balance 
between your creation and your consumption activities.  Your brain is growing 
and stretching and is more flexible and ready for you to ask it more questions 
as you continue to seek for meaningful and fulfilling ways to spend your free 
time.  So, ask yourself the following questions to find more things to add to your 
master list:

• What do you talk about a lot?

• What do you care about deeply?

• What do you feel passionately about?

• What are some things that you have experience and interest in?

• What are some activities that you do where time flies?

• What are some things that you really enjoy doing that you wouldn’t normally 
consider a creative outlet?

8 Creative Ways to Stay Both Busy and Energized During Deployment 
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7. Make Time

One of the most important parts of all of this is finding the time to fit what you’re 
wanting to do into your every day life.  I used to spend time thinking things like 
“I don’t have time for that” or “I’m already swamped, how can I add anything 
else?”  These thoughts may be true or they may just feel very true.  I have made 
a subtle shift in the way I speak about my time to say things like “I’m not making 
time for this” or “I’d like to start making time for this.”  This brings my control over 
my schedule back to me.

One of the main ways I make time for things is by scheduling my priorities, rather 
than just prioritizing my schedule.  What I used to do was just watch and see 
how my week filled up and try to make time for it all and inevitably my time was 
always all used up and there didn’t seem to be any time for anything else.  The 
problem with that was, I wasn’t making time for me and I lost a bit of myself 
along the way.  I desperately wanted to do more of what I loved and I wanted to 
find a way to fit it into my daily life without changing much of what was already 
on my plate.

So the magic of scheduling your priorities is that you decide what are your main 
priorities like work and family and husband and school and church…then make 
sure to pick one or two things that you just do for you, for example reading and 
playing the piano.  Then you schedule those things in ahead of time and then let 
your days and weeks fill in around your priorities that are scheduled in.  When 
your weeks feel completely full, there doesn’t seem to be any room to stick 
20 minutes of piano a day, but when you schedule that first and say “every day 
I play the piano before I go to bed for 20 minutes at 9:40 pm” a magical thing 
occurs and suddenly you have time to fit piano into your life.  If you love to read 
but you haven’t been doing much of that lately, you may notice that you have 
been watching TV…so you say “I read for 15 minutes every day right before I turn 
on the TV.”

8. Find Joy

My final piece of advice in this journey of doing more of what you love and staying 
busy in a way that fills you up and helps time pass quickly is to have more joy in 
your life by noticing the joy that is already there.  Adding these activities into our 
life is definitely going to add joy to our life, but something amazing that is also 
available to you is to see how much joy is already there.  When we give ourselves 
the task of looking for something and focusing on it, we find it.  Feeling more joy 
is an incredible gift we give ourselves and when we slow our lives down we will 
be able to see how full of joy it already is.

You may take more time to notice the little things about your kids, their laugh, 
the cute curls in their hair, they way they wiggle their toes.  You may start to 
notice more how good the hot water in your shower feels on your skin.  As you 
look for it, you’ll start to taste your food more, notice more beautiful sights and 
smells, and internalize it.  This can feel a lot like gratitude and there are not a 
lot of emotions I like to feel more than joy and gratitude.  Feeling more joy and 
gratitude is only going to support and fuel your journey for finding yourself again, 
awakening inspiration and passion, and filling up your time in such meaningful 
ways.  It’s going to be so fun and rewarding…so go get started!

8 Creative Ways to Stay Both Busy and Energized During Deployment 8 Creative Ways to Stay Both Busy and Energized During Deployment 
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Giveaways 
Join us at PILLAR for surprise giveaways throughout each day of 
the retreat!  Here are some of the exciting treats you could win 

when you tune in.  Don’t forget to turn on notifications so you 
don’t miss out on any of the giveaway action!

BRAVE CRATE

Six-Month Subscription
Enjoy 6 months of deployment countdown boxes 
shipped straight to your door! 

BRAVECRATES.COM

USAA

Huge Giveaways  
Throughout the Weekend
Tune in live throughout PILLAR for your chance at winning 
USAA’s generous (and gigantic!) giveaways! 
USAA.COM 

KINNECT

A Free Six-Month Kinnect  
Premium Membership for  
every PILLAR attendee
Make sure you don’t get put in a bad situation when you 
need information and the person who has it isn’t available to 
help. Kinnect is an easy to use, private, secure family-based 
information management & communication platform that 
helps families make sure everyone is prepared.

KINNECT.US

http://bravecrates.com
http://USAA.com
http://Kinnect.us
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SIMPLY RESILIENT LIFE COACHING

Package of Four Life 
Coaching Sessions
Ready to work on your mind muscles? Working with a 
life coach for your mental health is like working with a 
personal trainer at the gym for your physical health. Meet 
weekly with me as your life coach for a month and work 
on one area in depth throughout the whole month or 4 
different things in each session. You will feel a difference 
after just the first session and you will feel more 
empowered and in charge of your life, even if nothing 
in your circumstances have changed. You already have 
everything you need and I will help you find it and learn 
how to use it.

SIMPLYRESILIENT.NET

MILSPO GURUS

Milspo Gurus Course 
(Becoming Your Own Guru | At the 
Intersection of the Enneagram and 
Military Spouse Life)
Our goal with this course is to bring one of the most 
insightful tools we’ve ever found to the military spouse 
community – the Enneagram. 

This course includes:

- Close to THREE HOURS of video instruction 

- The Becoming Your Own Guru Workbook

- An invitation to join our closed Facebook community

- Downloadable Audio Files of all the lectures

- LIFETIME access to the course material!

MILSPOGURUS.COM

COMMUNITY MOM COMMUNITY DAD INC.

30 Days to A Better You, 
Power Moms, and One 
Free Online Workshop
With 30 Days to a Better You: A Guide to Peace, Liberation, 
and Self-Reflection, Shirley Walker-King steers you through 
a daily journey of becoming a better you, which is the first 
step to achieving your dreams. Through self-reflection 
and journaling, this guide breaks down your walls of self-
judgment, so you can start loving and believing in yourself 
and stop allowing trials and fear to hold you back from 
living the best life you possibly can.

SHIRLEYWALKERKING.COM

HUMANS OUTSIDE

Humans Outside Decal 
and Keychain
The Humans Outside decal is perfect for your water 
bottle, car, laptop or rooftop box. The Humans Outside 
keychain will help remind you to always keep nature on 
your mind.

HUMANSOUTSIDE.COM

http://simplyresilient.net
http://milspogurus.com
http://shirleywalkerking.com
http://HUMANSOUTSIDE.COM
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MRS.  NAVY MAMA

Self-Care Guide  
for MILSOs
Step by step, you will learn what kind of self-care you 
should focus on, and HOW to do it! With 13 months of 
challenges, calendars and worksheets, even some of 
the longest deployments will turn into a time to focus on 
you—one step at a time!

MRSNAVYMAMA.COM

LAUREN HOPE COLLECTIVE

Perfectly Poised  
Pearl Necklace
The silver tone pendant comes on an 18” .925 sterling 
silver chain. The pendant is etched with the word, 
“poised” and is coupled with a freshwater pearl. The 
necklace is packaged in a special Hope Design Ltd. 
Perfectly Poised card. This piece will be hand-crafted to 
order by a military spouse at Hope Design Ltd.

HOPEDESIGNLTD.COM

INDEPENDENT

Military Spouse  
Wellness Matters T-Shirt
Wear this t-shirt as a reminder that military spouse 
wellness matters and that together we are stronger. We 
understand that by supporting military spouse wellness, 
we are supporting the entire military community and 
future generations.

IN-DEPENDENT.ORG

BASED IN DESIGN

Custom Mood Board
Two attendees will win one custom designed 
“purchasable” mood board for a space of their choice! 
This prize will get the winners started on items to finish 
off a room to call their own.

BASEDINDESIGN.COM

THE WAITING WARRIORS

RED Friday  
T-Shirt or Tank
Enjoy this military spouse-designed apparel line as you 
support our deployed troops each Friday!

THE-WAITING-WARRIOR.CREATOR-SPRING.COM

SOLDIER’S WIFE,  CRAZY LIFE

Deployment Journal 
Notebook
Need a deployment journal? Here you go!118 pages 
for you to use during your spouse’s next deployment! 
Journals are perfect for getting everything out, getting 
through difficult times, and figuring out ways to get 
through.

ETSY.COM/SHOP/THESWCLSHOP

http://mrsnavymama.com
http://hopedesignltd.com
http://in-dependent.org
http://basedindesign.com
http://the-waiting-warrior.creator-spring.com
http://etsy.com/shop/TheSWCLShop
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BE SAFE,  LOVE MOM

Be Safe, Love Mom
In Be Safe, Love Mom military mom Elaine braids together 
her own personal experiences with those of fellow 
parents she’s met along the way.  The perfect gift for the 
military mom in your life!

BESAFELOVEMOM.COM

TULI

$50 Tuli Gift Card
Tuli’s fair trade jewelry is made from recycled materials 
in East Africa and fights poverty by creating sustainable 
jobs for the people who make it. Treat yourself and make 
an impact with this $50 gift card.

TULI.CO

POWERHOUSE PLANNING

Welcome Home Banner 
Design Experience
Two winners will each work directly with the Powerhouse 
Planning team to help the spouse create a personalized 
Welcome Home banner. This includes content creation/
design and will be made “print ready.” Note: this giveaway 
does not include printing and shipping. 

POWERHOUSEPLANNING.COM

DEPLOYED LOVE

Deployed Love Bundle 
(Shirt, Sticker, and Keychain)
Deployed Love strives to unite deployed military 
members and their families by serving the military 
community with events that bring connection and joy to 
the families involved.

DEPLOYEDLOVE.ORG

BERNADETTE SOLER, YOGO THERAPIST

6-Month Practitioner 
Membership to  
Bernadette’s Online  
Yoga Practice
Includes unlimited online yoga classes, unlimited 
access to on-demand classes, a monthly members-only 
workshop, discounts on yoga therapy courses, and an 
AWESOME community of sweet yogis!

BERNADETTESOLER.COM

PAPER PAISLEY

Care Package Sticker  
Kit Bundle
Our sticker kits help make your packages more personal. 
Dress up your box flaps quickly and easily on the 
inside. Each kit comes with 4 large adjustable stickers 
measuring 8.5 x 12” and are designed to fit a USPS 
Large Priority Rate Box. Please note that the kit does not 
include the box, only the stickers.

PAPERPAISLEY.COM

http://besafelovemom.com
http://tuli.co
http://powerhouseplanning.com
http://deployedlove.org
http://bernadettesoler.com
http://paperpaisley.com
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MILLIE Scout Service
Your prize includes a $75 credit for MILLIE Scouts 
services during the next 12 months. What is a MILLIE 
Scout you might ask? Well, they are military spouses 
and veterans standing by to assist you with your PCS 
needs or tasks needed by long-distance military 
landlords. They are also local area experts that can 
provide valuable insight.

-Some of the tasks that we have helped with this 
year include:

-Viewing potential rental properties when you can’t 
travel to check them out yourself

-Stepping in to assist on HHG delivery/packout day

-Conducting move-in/out inspections for landlords 
who can’t travel for property turnovers

These are just a few examples. Our Scouts are always 
willing to think outside the box as well! With a team of 
140 MILLIE Scouts located near 118 duty stations, we’re 
standing by to help you. **Prize subject to availability in 
the requested area

GOMILLIE.COM

ALL GIRL SHAVE CLUB

Rose Gold Razor Kit & 
Ultimate Shave Butter 
Bundle
If you haven’t shaved since deployment day-zero this 
giveaway is for you!  Win a luxurious Rose Gold Razor 
and 4-Pack of Diamond Coated Six-Blade razor refills 
PLUS the Ultimate Shave Butter Bundle including five 
creamy whipped shave butters in our favorite scents: 
Pink Champagne, Unicorn Kisses, Flirty Mermaid, Vanilla 
Cupcake, Beach Babe. 

ALLGIRLSHAVECLUB.COM

CHARLIEMADISON ORIGINALS

One Day Closer Military 
Deployment Bracelet
A military deployment bracelet that keeps you focused 
on making every day count during the separation that 
deployment brings. An everyday reminder to choose 
what inspires and nurtures your family while your service 
member is away. Gift one to yourself at the start of a 
deployment or share one with a fellow military spouse 
facing an upcoming deployment.

CHARLIEMADISONORIGINALS.COM

FREEDOM FOUND CO.

Red Friday Tee
Our most popular Red Friday design made to order in 
Bella and Canvas’ #1 rated, buttery soft heathered-red 
tee! Complete with forward-flying flag on side sleeve.

FREEDOMFOUNDCO.COM

THE SEASONED SPOUSE

Open When: Letters of 
Encouragement for  
Military Spouses E-book
This book is a collection of letters for military spouses 
offering encouraging words and practical advice 
throughout your military life journey. Whether you 
are celebrating a milestone, surviving an unfamiliar 
challenge, or feeling unheard, you are not alone.

SEASONEDSPOUSE.COM

http://gomillie.com
http://allgirlshaveclub.com
http://charliemadisonoriginals.com
http://freedomfoundco.com
http://seasonedspouse.com
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FREEDOM FOUND CO.

American Girl Pom  
Pom Beanie
Cable knit slouch pom pom beanies made with 100% 
American-made leather in the color of your choice! 
Choose from Cream, Burgundy, or Charcoal Gray.

FREEDOMFOUNDCO.COM

ARMY WIFE NETWORK

Love Letter  
Lifeline Package
The Love Letter Lifeline doesn’t include the necessities 
for love letter writing, but it can definitely make it more 
fun! The prize pack includes Love Letters of Great Men 
for inspiration, a love notes journal for jotting down 
ideas and stories, a wax seal set in five colors, a wax 
stamper with a classic feel, a set of 12 colorful pens, 
a book of stamps, and a vintage stationery set with 12 
envelopes, 24 sheets of paper, and 12 strings of twine 
and charms to add that special touch for your loved 
who is far from home.

ARMYWIFENETWORK.COM

FREEDOM FOUND CO.

Aqua Di Gio Pillow Mist
The most indulgent tool for your deployment arsenal 
ever! Enjoy the smell of your loved one’s cologne on your 
teddy bear, pillow, or sheets with our rosewater pillow 
mist! Our pillow mist makes an awesome room spray 
as well. Made with 100% organic roses, our proprietary 
blend is infused with all natural facial moisturizers that 
won’t stain or discolor your sheets or pillow cases so 
you can sleep easy in absolute bliss. The Aqua Di Gio 
Essence: Top (sweet cedar), Middle (leather), Base 
(sandalwood).

FREEDOMFOUNDCO.COM

SWATARA COFFEE CO.

Coffee Shop in a Box Kit
We’re bringing veteran-owned Swatara Coffee Co. to two 
attendees. It’s simple: just choose the option that best 
describes you. Your kit will be carefully curated and will 
include:

- One pound of locally roasted coffee or 6oz. of 
specially blended tea

- 2.2 ounce bottle of flavored syrup from 1883

- Snacks from small businesses

- A gift that will help you make and enjoy your drinks

- Easy and super delicious recipes for you to try crafting 
in your home

- Other surprises to help you transform your kitchen 
into your favorite coffee shop

SWATARACOFFEE.COM
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http://freedomfoundco.com
http://armywifenetwork.com
http://freedomfoundco.com
http://swataracoffee.com
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HAPPY PRODUCTS, LLC

Happy the Birthday Bird
Happy the Birthday Bird® is an award winning keepsake 
book and plush set similar to Elf on the Shelf®. Happy 
is a small plush toy that families can use to celebrate 
their child’s birthday in a fun and unique way. His 
accompanying book is an uplifting, interactive story that 
inspires children to overcome their own challenges just 
as Happy did when he learned how to fly and follow his 
dream of becoming an official and fully licensed birthday 
bird. The storybook also serves as a memory book where 
parents/guardians can record birthday memories and 
store keepsake photos and cards. 

HAPPYTHEBIRTHDAYBIRD.COM

PINK STORK

Pink Stork  
Wellness Basket
This basket of wellness goodies supports your much-
needed “me” time! With Ashwagandha Gummies and 
Wellness Bath Flakes to help you relax, our Total Cleanse 
to keep your gut healthy, and our Wellness and Calm 
Teas to support your immunity and stress relief, you’ll 
enjoy a self-care routine you love.

PINKSTORK.COM

UNITED THROUGH READING

The Gift Inside the Box
Build your family’s library with a free copy of The 
Gift Inside the Box by Adam Grant and Allison Sweet 
Grant from United Through Reading. Then, be sure to 
download UTR’s free app to make a recording of the 
story today to watch on demand whenever your service 
member is away from home during storytime.

UNITEDTHROUGHREADING.ORG
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MILSPOUSE CONVERSATIONS

Coffee Mug
Self-love is important all day. Start your self-love journey 
as you start your morning with a reminder from a Know 
You Be You Love® mug as you enjoy your cup of coffee.

MILSPOUSECONVERSATIONS.COM

MILSPOUSE CONVERSATIONS

Conversations After Dark Ticket
Meet other military spouses and join in the conversation with Milspouse 
Conversations during their monthly Conversations After Dark with your  
free ticket. A virtual time to chat, unwind and join the conversation for the  
month’s topic.

MILSPOUSECONVERSATIONS.COM

http://happythebirthdaybird.com
http://Pinkstork.com
http://unitedthroughreading.org
http://milspouseconversations.com
http://milspouseconversations.com
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3. Put them to work.

Besides creating a source of taxable 
compensation to fund Roth IRAs (yes, 
consider it!), work can be a good 
thing for your kids. Heck, just the 
benefit of navigating the interpersonal 
challenges of any workplace, gaining 
customer service abilities and honing 
communication techniques provide 
your kids life skills required to be 
successful. My mom still brags about 
dragging my whining teenage self out 
of bed in the morning and hauling me 
and the lawnmower away to cut other 
people’s grass. I don’t remember the 
whining, but I fondly remember the 
cash haul and like to think my work 
ethic today began to take form back 
then.  

4. Do college right.

If you still have time, this means saving 
money on a regular or consistent 
basis. A 529 college savings plan can 
be a fantastic tool. But that’s not a 
panacea. You can also help your kids 
avoid graduating from college with 
huge student debt by guiding them to 
make smart decisions about how and 
where they get their education.

5. Show them.

Have you ever heard that saying, 
“Do as I say, not as I do?” It’s a crock. 
Demonstrating purposeful financial 
decision-making, a willingness to 
buck the trend and ignore the Joneses, 
and the ability to put off purchasing 
stuff today to create the opportunity 
for choices in the future will go a lot 
further than talking a good game and 
failing to lead by example.

6. Help them differentiate between 
needs and wants.

The other day at dinner my oldest 
daughter let us know that she 
“needed” an $850 crib for our second 
grandchild. My head about exploded. 
Clearly, parenting is a never-ending 
process. But if you can help your kids 
figure out the difference between 
those two four-letter words — need 
and want — you’ll go a long way 
toward helping them become strong.

Are you doing what it takes to raise 
kids with money sense? If you are, pat 
yourself on the back; if not, it’s never 
too late to get started.

Originally published on Military.com and Spouse by Military.com. 
Reprinted with permission.

How do you raise strong military kids?

I know a big stack of cash doesn’t translate to strength or happiness. But it’s 
certainly part of the equation.

That’s why when I started thinking about raising strong military kids, my thoughts 
gravitated toward money. Okay, it could have been that I’m a financial planner 
and I’m writing a money column, but you get it, right? There’s a connection.

Preparing and equipping our kids to be independent, strong and happy means 
making them money-savvy and stacking the financial cards in their favor. Here 
are six fundamental ways you can work those two tasks:

1. Don’t give in. 

There’s nothing like a bit of delayed gratification to put a little “real” in your child’s 
world. They’re not always going to get what they want, when they want it. I still 
remember “candy Saturdays.” When I was a preschooler my brother and I were 
only allowed to buy candy every other Saturday. We could hardly wait to march 
down to the local drug store and purchase our favorite treat. If we ran out before 
the next trip, we were out of luck. I’ve never asked my parents why they chose this 
approach (our teeth?), but accidental or not, the seeds of delayed gratification — 
and yes, maybe even budgeting (our candy) — were planted. 

2. Incentivize them to save.

My wife and I didn’t use the candy program with our kids, but we did follow my 
parents’ example when it came to saving money. In our family’s own version 
of an employee match, when our kids put money into a savings account that 
they could not touch until they graduated from high school, we matched it. You 
should have seen the smirk of superiority on their faces when they informed us 
to go ahead and put that birthday check from grandma in savings. Again, we 
planted seeds that are sowing fruit today.  

ARTICLE

6 Steps to Financially 
Strong Military Kids

by JJ Montanaro  
U S A A  F I N A N C I A L  P L A N N E R

http://military.com
http://military.com/spouse
http://usaa.com
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ARTICLE

9 Proven (and Easy!) Ways  
to Hack Deployment

Deployment is scary for many reasons. It’s the great unknown. There’s the time 
away from someone you love dearly. There’s the solo-parenting part (if you’re a 
parent). The upheaval of your family’s schedule and the way you communicate 
with each other. There’s the emotional component to it, too.

So if there’s any way to make life a little easier during deployment, I’m all about it.

I reached out to the Jo, My Gosh! community for their advice, solutions, and 
hacks that make deployment less difficult. 

1. BE STRATEGIC ABOUT YOUR TALK TIME.

“For us, a game changer was to separate logistical and romantic calls or Skype 
dates. I felt very overwhelmed as a new milspouse having to deal with the 
household, finances, vehicles, repairs, and maintenance all on my own and 
because I still wanted it to be a team effort, still wanted to have his input, I tried 
to cram both the logistical stuff and the ‘I miss you so much, I love you’ into 
our short calls. It made us both a bit restless/anxious and changed the tone 
of our talks. At one point, we decided to separate them. I would collect all my 
logistical questions, hassles and worries and write them down to save them for 
the logistical talk. Once a week we would schedule a Skype to go over these 
logistical [things]. Then, at a separate moment (never together or directly after 
each other) we would have a fun date or romantic date, where we play a game 
(answer relationship questions) together, or watch a documentary at the same 
time and discuss it afterward, or just have sweet chats. Absolute  game changer.”

March

by Joanna Guldin Noll  
J O M Y G O S H . C O M

http://jomygosh.com
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7. GET CREATIVE WITH CELEBRATIONS.

“My husband is forward deployed and with that comes a lot of missed things 
like holidays, birthdays, our puppies growing up, etc. Last year he missed the 
holidays and his birthday so we celebrated early. We picked a day the month 
before to celebrate Christmas and his birthday and I sent him with little gifts to 
open like a DVD box set for Christmas and a box full of Reese’s for his birthday.”

Taylor
8. USE YOUR RESOURCES.

“Deployment today is not like deployment even five years ago. Check out 
bloggers, social media, and other websites to connect wtih people who are 
experiencing the same things you are.”

Katie
9. USE PAPER PLATES.

“Use the darn paper plates. Don’t feel bad about it.”

Chelsea

2. COUNT UP

“Count up the days till he [or she] returns, counting up instead of down.”

Toni

3. SCHEDULE ME-TIME.

“It’s easy to get burnt out during deployment. I schedule time in my day, even if 
it’s five minutes, to center myself. It makes me a better wife and mom.”

Jess
4. MAKE LIFE EASIER WITH ON-DEMAND SERVICES.

“With my husband’s deployment being 400+ days, Amazon Prime helps me get 
the diapers, wipes, birthdays, Christmas, Halloween things & saves me time from 
running to several different stores.”

Jessica
5. DON’T MAKE CARE PACKAGES.

“Buy online and ship APO/FPO. You don’t have to pay for shipping twice, and you 
don’t have to add making a care package to your to-do list.”

Candy
Here’s a huge list of businesses that ship APO/FPO/DPO. If you still want to send 
a care package but you don’t want to make it, make sure check out Troopster, 
a business founded by a Navy sailor that sends hand-crafted care packages to 
military members at home and abroad.

6. SPLURGE WHERE IT MATTERS.

“Our grocery store allows for online shopping and easy pickup. I don’t even get 
out of my vehicle and can still use coupons and card redemption. I spend a 
lot in gas to get to base, and it can be a lot of effort to get to a grocery store 
sometimes, compounded with deployment impulse buys (ice cream, chocolate, 
etc), this helps me control purchases and takes one less stress off my back. A 
lot of other mom friends love it with young toddlers or babies because their 
napping kiddos just stay in the car and in under 5 minutes they are in and out.”

Kim

http://jomygosh.com
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ARTICLE

7 Simple Ways to Date Your 
Deployed Spouse

by Becky Hoy  
B R A V E  C R A T E

IDEAS

10 Songs for your  
Deployment Playlist

Need a little inspiration and encouragement on a tough day? Or maybe you’re 
having all the feels and need to sing about it?  Create your very own deployment 

playlist with 10 favorite songs from PILLAR featured speakers:

10
08
06
04
02

09
07
05
03
01

One Foot  
by Walk the Moon
Suggested by Thea Pitzen

On & On  
by Erykah Badu
Suggested by Shirley  
Walker-King

Keep Holding On 
by Avril Lavigne
Suggested by  
Noralee Jones

Nine Million Bicycles 
by Katie Melua
Suggested by Julie Provost

The Sun is Rising  
by Britt Nicole
Suggested by Sarah 
Peachey

Photography 
by Ed Sheeran
Suggested by Sarah  
Streyder

That Would Be Enough  
from Hamilton: An  
American Musical
Suggested by Kellie Artis

Don’t Stop Believing 
by Journey
Suggested by Lauren Hope

Won’t Back Down 
by Tom Petty and the 
Heartbreakers
Suggested by JJ Montanaro

Lost Without You  
by Freya Ridings
Suggested by Evie King

http://bravecrates.com
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 Play Truth or Truth

Plan a Movie Night

Share a Journal

This date idea is great because you can play it from anywhere!   Over skype, 
email, phone, or even by keeping an ongoing letter you and your spouse can 
take turns asking random questions about one another.  Simply google “random 
questions for couples” and you’ll find an endless source of fun, deep, interesting 
and even a few naughty questions.

If your deployed spouse has access to decent Wi-Fi a Movie Date Night is a 
great option.  First, send your spouse some Move Night-essentials like popcorn, 
cozy socks and a few other snacks.  Then, choose a day that you will both watch 
the same movie and set a time for a video call once you’ve watched.  Spend 
some time talking about the film to share:

• what your favorite part was

• what surprised you

• which characters you couldn’t stand

• and what you thought of the end.

If your spouse has limited access to talk on the phone or via chat, consider using 
a shared journal to create some date time in your lives.  Find a good quality 
journal (make sure it’s hardcover so that it stands up well to shipping multiple 
times) and take turns journaling during the deployment.  Keep the journal for a 
few weeks, writing in it daily, then send it to your spouse so that they can read 
your entries and then fill it with their own before sending it back to you.

When my husband deployed for the first time I felt like our relationship had been 
put on pause.

We were newly married, and I couldn’t help but worry about how this distance 
so early in our relationship could cause rifts, miscommunication and distance 
between us personally.

What I learned from watching other couples though, is that deployment does not 
have to be a speed-bump in your relationship growth. Instead, military couples 
can use the season of deployment to explore their love in new and unique ways 
by intentionally dating one another during this season of separation.  Even from 
a distance, and even with logistical challenges, it doesn’t have to be difficult! You 
can start right now!  So I’m sharing my 7 favorite ways to date your spouse while 
they’re deployed!

Create Shared Open When Letters
You’ve probably heard of “Open When” letters.  Usually you send them to your 
deployed spouse with instructions on when to open each one- a birthday, an 
anniversary, or a special moment.  With “Shared” Open When Letters, you and 
your deployed spouse will each write letters to one another before deployment 
starts, and open them on the same days.  So, on the first of the month (or whatever 
day you choose) you’ll get to have a shared experience of reading a special note 
from your long distance lover!
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Write a Love Note

Learn Something New Together 

Share a Pinterest Board

The chaos of a deployment can leave everyone feeling hectic and frazzled.  So 
often, when we actually are able to spend time talking with our spouse, we end 
up focusing our conversation on the latest crisis or question we have- the sweet, 
kind words of love and affirmation that are so important for a healthy relationship 
can get lost in the midst of it all.  Taking some time to write a beautiful, thoughtful 
love note will be a great way to let your deployed partner know that you’re 
thinking of them intentionally even when things get crazy.

One of my favorite at-home date nights is taking a class together!  Learning to 
do something new with one another (like cooking, or dancing, or photography) is 
a wonderful conversation starter and creates new connections with your partner 
that will last a lifetime.  Deployment doesn’t have to derail this date! With your 
deployed spouse, choose something new that both of you can learn during 
the countdown. There are tons of youtube videos to help you do this for almost 
nothing!  For instance:

• Learn a new language

• Learn to knit (send them the supplies!)

• Learn to be a cell phone photographer- Learn to do yoga

When your spouse is home, reminding them that they are loved can be as 
simple as q wink after they finish the dishes, a quick hug, a note on the kitchen 
counter.  But the distance of deployment can make things more difficult. Sharing 
a pinterest board together is a great way to leave one another simple, random 
reminders of your love whenever you have a few seconds.  Share a private board 
together, and when you have a minute during the day pin inspirational quotes, 
articles your partner would enjoy, or even photos of the two of you. Next time 
you log in, you’ll see what your loved one has left too!

Life happens, and sometimes it’s not in accordance with our personal plans. At 
the end of last year, I got a not-so-subtle reminder in the form of open-heart 
surgery.

While health and money are both high priorities for most people, that experience 
drove home — at least for me — the primacy of health. Thankfully, with the help 
of a great medical team and the support of my family, I am feeling better and 
better with each passing day.

Here’s a piece of non-financial wisdom: Don’t skip those annual checkups. I was 
lucky to have about a two-month warning prior to my surgery. That gave me 
plenty of time to get all my ducks in a row. Grim as it was, I reviewed all of my 
estate planning documents and made sure my wife was in sync with the who, 
what and where of the various insurance, investment and benefit programs that 
might come into play, and the key people she would need to contact ... just in 
case.

I also double-checked all my beneficiary arrangements. When they got ready 
to wheel me into the operating room, I was worried, but not about the financial 
well-being of my family.

When it comes to major life events, sometimes you have the luxury of planning 
things out in a very intentional way. But sometimes you don’t. That uncertainty 
puts a premium on keeping things up-to-date as part of your normal routine. 
With life insurance, that means ensuring that your coverage — both the amount 
and the type — reflect your current situation and wishes.

What’s good today may not be tomorrow.

Here’s a quick look at several life events that should have you reassessing your 
life insurance:

ARTICLE

What You Should Know 
About Major Life Events 

and Life Insurance
by JJ Montanaro  

U S A A  F I N A N C I A L  P L A N N E R
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A family addition. Kids cost money. 
You’re probably thinking, “Thanks for 
that pearl of wisdom, JJ.” It’s been a 
few years since the USDA published 
its last “expenditures on children” 
report but, back in 2017, the number 
was about a quarter of a million 
dollars. And that was only through 
age 17, leaving out the cost of college. 
Clearly, a new child should cause you 
to relook at your life insurance.

Deployment. Deployments are a 
unique military life event and, as 
you know, they aren’t uncommon. 
Ensuring you have adequate life 
insurance should be part of your 
family’s pre-deployment checklist. 
There are several online calculators 
that can help you with that task.

Buying a new home. One of the 
primary purposes of life insurance 
is to pay off debts. For most of us, a 
mortgage represents the biggest 
liability we will ever have. Is paying off 
a mortgage part of your plans for life 
insurance? If so, a new home could 
mean you need to bump up your life 
insurance coverage.

Leaving the military. Separating or 
retiring from the military will likely 
eliminate the $400,000 of life insurance 
provided by Servicemembers Group 
Life Insurance (and possibly up to 
$100,000 of Family SGLI). You don’t 
want this to throw your insurance 
situation off kilter. If replacing SGLI 
or upping your life insurance upon 
leaving the military is part of your 
transition plans, it can take time. Begin 
the process at least six months before 
you anticipate separating. You may be 
eligible to purchase VGLI for up to 18 
months after you leave the service.

Making a job change. As a military 
spouse, your employment may also 
provide life insurance benefits that 
need to be replaced if you switch 
employers. Service member or 
spouse, having portable insurance 
that’s not tied to your employer can 
provide important flexibility.

Marriage and divorce. In either case, 
life insurance deserves attention. 
While the amount of coverage is key, 
as part of your review, you’ll want to 
ensure your beneficiary arrangements 
match your current wishes.

Serious illness or injury. Military 
service comes with the real risk of 
illness or injury that can affect your 
access to commercial life insurance. 
Programs like SGLI and Veterans 
Group Life Insurance have provisions 
that can help. You may also want to 
look at adding additional life insurance 
to create flexibility in your plan.

If you have one of these on the horizon 
or are surprised by one, life insurance 
may not be top-of-mind, but make 
sure it’s on your list..

Get the Coverage Your Family Needs

FSGLI, TSGLI, VGLI, SGLI ... the long 
list of acronyms and bare minimums 
may not be enough to cover your 
family’s needs. Explore life insurance 
options with our free tool, which 
compares rates and matches you to 
the coverage you want.

Originally published on Military.com 
and Spouse by Military.com. Reprinted 
with permission.

https://www.usaa.com/inet/wc/insurance_life_main?wa_ref=lf_product_ins_life
http://Military.com
http://military.com/spouse
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Virtual 
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down to homecoming!  Use the deals and discounts below to 

save on your new favorite deployment essentials. 
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KINNECT

A Free Six-Month Kinnect  
Premium Membership for every 
PILLAR attendee
Make sure you don’t get put in a bad situation when you need information 
and the person who has it isn’t available to help. Kinnect is an easy to use, 
private, secure family-based information management & communication 
platform that helps families make sure everyone is prepared.

kinnect.us/pillar

CODE: Use PILLAR here to grab your 6-month premium membership

SIMPLY RESILIENT LIFE COACHING

One free month of Resiliency  
Training ($100 value)
(One month of Resiliency Training includes 4 video classes on top-
ic of your choice and one live coaching session.)
If you have goals and dreams in your life that you are wanting to achieve and 
create but just can’t seem to find the time, motivation, drive, or commitment, 
working with a life coach is a game changer when it comes to learning to 
harness the resilient super powers that are already inside you.

simplyresilient.net

CODE: PILLARFREEMONTH

BRAVE CRATE

20% off your first deployment  
countdown box from Brave Crate  
expires 12/1/21
Make deployment fly by with the monthly deployment countdown box 
for military spouses!  Receive the best tools, treats and tips for your 
countdown from self-care essentials to care package inspiration every 
single month!

bravecrates.com

CODE: PILLAR

COMMUNITY MOM COMMUNITY DAD INC.

Purchase two books for  
the price of one 
Shirley Walker-King is an author, coach, producer, and former semi-pro 
basketball player. As a woman who wears many hats, heels and hairstyles 
Shirley calls on her experience as a military spouse to help others cut out 
the nonsense and “get down to business.” 

shirleywalkerking.com

CODE: Pillar2

HUMANS OUTSIDE

20% off your order from  
HumansOutside.com/shop 
expires 01/31/22
Find your inner peace outside with Amy and the Humans  
Outside crew. 

humansoutside.com

CODE: Pillar 2021
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SOLDIER’S WIFE,  CRAZY LIFE

30% off anything
Find inspiration and strength for military life in products created by 
Julie— the blogger behind Soldier’s Wife, Crazy Life--for military 
spouses and significant others.

etsy.com/shop/TheSWCLShop

CODE: PILLAR 2021

http://kinnect.us/pillar
http://kinnect.us/pillar
http://simplyresilient.net
http://bravecrates.com
http://shirleywalkerking.com
http://humansoutside.com
http://etsy.com/shop/TheSWCLShop
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MRS. NAVY MAMA

25% off Self-Care Guide  
for MILSOS
Created by Noralee Jones, Self-Care Guide for MILSOS focuses 
directly on you and gives you some simple steps to be able to 
identify and work on yourself each and every month.

mrsnavymama.com

CODE: pillar2021

THE WAITING WARRIORS

20% off your full order of RED 
Friday gear from The Waiting 
Warriors
expires 11/30/21
Wear red and remember everyone deployed on Fridays with 
apparel from The Waiting Warriors.

the-waiting-warrior.creator-spring.com

CODE: PILLAR20

LAUREN HOPE COLLECTIVE

15% off your Hope Design Ltd. 
jewelry order
Created by Lauren Hope, Hope Design, Ltd. products are 
handcrafted, unique military jewelry and accessories created to 
honor our country’s service veterans and heroes.

hopedesignltd.com

CODE: PILLAR15

BERNADETTE SOLER, YOGA THERAPIST

First month free and special  
PILLAR rate for Online Yoga  
Practitioner Membership; Free 
yoga e-book for military spouses 
upon membership registration
Keep the good vibes going and growing through a bundle of yoga 
goodies from Bernadette! 

humansoutside.com

CODE: Click here to redeem
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MILSPOUSE CONVERSATIONS

50% off Milspouse Conversations  
After Dark Talk 
expires 12/30/21
Milspouse Conversations hosts a monthly social hour called 
“Conversations After Dark” every 2nd Thursday of the month. It’s a 
time for you to join us in a virtual setting, relax, have some fun and 
meet new people.

milspouseconversations.com/conversations-after-dark

CODE: Pillar

http://mrsnavymama.com
http://the-waiting-warrior.creator-spring.com
http://hopedesignltd.com
http://humansoutside.com
https://bernadette-soler-yoga.mykajabi.com/offers/LNHyLTzz/checkout
http://milspouseconversations.com/conversations-after-dark
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TULI

30% off your order from Tuli
expires 12/31/21
Tuli’s fair trade jewelry is made from recycled materials in East Africa 
and fights poverty by creating sustainable jobs for the people who 
make it. Treat yourself and make an impact.

tuli.co

CODE: PILLAR30

ALL GIRL SHAVE CLUB

25% everything sitewide at All 
Girl Shave Club
expires 1/31/22

Make shaving fun and treat your skin to high quality, female-fo-
cused, unique shaving and body products that will delight you 
with every use. 

allgirlshaveclub.com

CODE: PILLAR

PAPER PAISLEY

10% off total purchase  
from Paper Paisley
Our sticker kits help make your packages more personal. Dress up 
your box flaps quickly and easily on the inside. Each kit comes with 
4 large adjustable stickers measuring 8.5 x 12” and are designed to 
fit a USPS Large Priority Rate Box.

paperpaisley.com

CODE: pillar10

CHARLIEMADISON ORIGINALS

20% off your entire order from  
Charliemadison Originals
one use per person, expires 12/31/21
Charliemadison Originals is here to help you get back to being 
inspired by and reminded of what’s most important in your life. Each 
piece of jewelry holds a special meaning that will serve as your 
everyday reminder of the things you cherish most in your life.

charliemadisonoriginals.com

CODE: PILLAR

FREEDOM FOUND CO.

10% OFF
Freedom Found Co. is a military family-owned small business selling 
apparel and goods, donating a portion of all proceeds to veteran-
focused nonprofits.

freedomfoundco.com

CODE: PILLAR2021
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P INK STORK

15% off site-wide 
(except subscriptions, one time use)
Pinkstork.com

CODE: PILLAR15 

http://tuli.co
http://allgirlshaveclub.com
http://paperpaisley.com
http://charliemadisonoriginals.com
http://freedomfoundco.com
http://Pinkstork.com
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